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Vacancy in the benefice of Christ Church with St Philip, Worcester Park (0.5 fte) 

& Associate Priest in the Cheam Team Ministry with responsibility  
for St Oswald, North Cheam (0.5 fte) 

 
 
Statement in relation to the post, the needs of the diocese and the wider interests of the 
Church. 
 
 
The post 
 

Although it comprises of two posts, and each has their particular responsibilities, this role is 
envisaged as one coherent role within the growing unity of the proposed Group Ministry 
serving Cheam, Belmont and Worcester Park parishes. As the parish profile makes clear, this 
new pattern of ministry is focused on outreach and growth, and the new incumbent / 
Associate Priest will need to demonstrate commitment to ministry beyond the church’s walls 
and existing congregations, playing a significant role within the whole Group. You will need to 
be able to manage your time well, to ensure that the pioneering project is given its proper 
priority alongside the pastoral care of the existing congregations. 
 
Christ Church with St Philip is a thriving and integrated LEP in which both Anglican and 
Methodist traditions are well represented and respected. One key working relationship will be 
with the Methodist minister responsible for CCSP, and it will be an integral part of this role that 
the postholder becomes a member of the Methodist Circuit staff team. It is hoped that this 
ecumenical dimension will also be an attribute of the whole Group (St John Belmont is also an 
Anglican/Methodist LEP).  
 
The churches in the Group share an inclusive theology within a liberal catholic outlook. The 
new incumbent will be someone comfortable within that tradition, and able to bring into it a 
commitment to evangelism and church growth which resonates with that way of being church. 
 
 
The Deanery 
 
The parish is part of the Sutton Deanery. The Area Dean writes: 
 
‘The fourteen parishes which make up the Deanery of Sutton represent a diversity of people, 
churches, experience and outlooks. Our church traditions range from Reform to Liberal 
Catholic, from Open Evangelical to Forward in Faith and include a variety of other traditions 
as well. We celebrate all that makes each parish distinctive but also enjoy good relationships 
with each other.  Although we are a mainly suburban deanery, as the demographics of the area 
change, so the challenges of our churches have changed; Sutton has a more diverse 
demographic than in former years and is more reflective of the national trend in that the 
church now has a different place in society than previously. Each parish is facing this new 
situation in an appropriate way and in chapter, synod and the wider deanery life, our deanery 
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is also finding new ways to work together to proclaim the Gospel and serve the people of 
Sutton.  We look forward to welcoming new colleagues who will help our parishes continue to 
adapt to a changing world and will work collaboratively with colleagues across the deanery 
and beyond as we continue to explore new ways of being church in Sutton.’ 
   
The Revd Canon Angela Gbebikan 
 
 
The needs of the Diocese & the wider church 
 
The Diocesan Vision sets out our shared vision for a future in which we will see: 

• growing churches, new worshipping communities and new Christians 

• deepening discipleship: engaged, prayerful and informed Christians 

• growth in vocations to existing and new ministries 

• generous giving and prayer supporting all we do 

• justice and peace built up, and violence challenged, in our local and global community 

• a shared commitment to the integrity of creation 

• a church for all which reflects our diverse community in membership and leadership. 

 
Across a varied diocese, that vision will be worked out in different ways in different places.  In 
every setting, though, we are expecting each parish to reflect in some way all of the Five Marks 
of Mission; to be encouraging and developing the ministry of the whole people of God; and to 
be working collaboratively with fellow Anglicans, other Christians and their local communities 
in the service of the gospel. 
 
 
Finance 
 

Each parish across the Diocese is asked to contribute to the Parish Support Fund realistically 
and generously, and with an aspiration where possible to sustaining its own ministry costs. St 
Oswald’s pledge for 2021 was £17,960, unchanged from 2020; Christ Church pledged a small 
increase to £32,600. Indicative costs for each are £40,150. In the light of the pandemic 
particularly it is recognised that finances are severely stretched everywhere, but in the long 
run churches in prosperous areas such as Cheam and Worcester Park should be able to meet 
their own costs of ministry.  Any money given over and above the church’s own costs enables 
the diocese to resource ministry in areas of severe deprivation.  
 
 
Collaborative Ministry 
 
I am looking to appoint clergy in this Area who are able to articulate their vision for the mission 
of the church in the places to which they are called, and who have a vision for the church’s 
growth. In whatever tradition or location, I look to hear from the clergy how they will work 
together with lay members of the church and with their neighbouring parishes and colleagues. 
I am looking for people with active and developing spiritual lives who are able to be an example 
of discipleship to the people of God. I take very seriously my own responsibilities as pastor to 
the clergy, and will always endeavour to make myself available to support them in their 
ministry. 
 

+Jonathan Croydon 

 


